**INTRODUCTION**

Students will learn how to identify valid and reputable sources of news by reviewing a variety of information sources, including paper-based and web-based, using the CRAAP Test (originally developed by CSU Chico), and lateral reading. This activity provides an opportunity for students to learn more about how news is generated and how to think critically about the information available to them, either throughout their day or while researching a specific topic.

The optional extension activity teaches students about the different types of evidence that can be used in argumentation, including empirical and anecdotal evidences, as well as observations and expert judgements. Students will learn how to identify these types of evidences and their merits in argumentation.

**BACKGROUND**

Introduce students to the activity with an open-ended question: “What does the term ‘fake news’ mean to you?” Allow students to reflect on this question as a classroom or during online discussion.

Build on this discussion by showing one or both of the following videos. These short videos will orient students to how the process of developing news has changed over time and how advances in technology have made it easier for anyone to develop “news” or “user created content”. They also discuss how fake news proliferates through our social media networks.

*How False News Can Spread - Noah Tavlin*  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=175&v=cSKGa_7XJkg

*How to Choose You News - Damon Brown*  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=273&v=q-Y-z6HmRgl
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Guiding Questions

- What does the term fake news mean to you?
- What are the limitations of using checklists like the CRAAP Test to determine if a source is credible?
- Who is responsible for fact checking information: the producer or the consumer?
- What are the consequences if you do not fact check the information you receive?
- What types of evidence persuade you to believe someone?

Activity Procedure

- Choose 1 assessment from the Stanford History Education Group (SHEG) or one of the GMO-related assessments provided. Links are in the "Materials" section of the lesson.

- As a class or individually, review the assessment. Discuss the different components that may or may not make the source a credible piece of information. Have each student provide their reasoning as to why they thought it was credible and write these reasons on the board or learning management system. Afterward, as a class, vote whether the source is credible.

- Introduce students to the CRAAP Test. Emphasize that this is only one strategy with limitations for assessing credibility and that reading laterally is required to truly assess the credibility of a source. Discuss each category (currency, relevancy, accuracy, authority, and purpose) and why it is important to determining the credibility of a source. Compare the questions included in the test with the reasons students provided throughout the SHEG assessments.

- Have students complete additional SHEG/GMO-related assessments in small groups of 3-4, or individually if small groups are not possible, to determine what makes the assessment credible or not.

- Walk through each assessment and provide an opportunity for groups to report out on whether they decided it was a credible source or not. Write any new reasons that haven't already been addressed on the board or learning management system. Be sure to have students emphasize WHY they made their decision. This is important in helping students build skills associated with communicating their reasoning.

Optional Additional Extensions

High School Extension:
Provide an opportunity for students to collect their own sources and analyze their credibility using the CRAAP Test. Follow that exercise with a more in-depth analysis of the contents by reading laterally about the contents of the source. Classrooms could be divided into groups and have each group focus on different social media platforms, types of information, or topics. Students should report out what they found to the class.

Different Types of Evidences:
As a class or individually, have students reflect on the types of evidences they have come across while reading sources and completing the assessments. Guiding questions like "What kind of evidences have you used to prove your point to someone?" Or "What types of arguments/evidences persuade you to believe someone?" will help students think about these topics.

List each type of evidence that students mention on the board or learning management system. They will naturally start to group into the three categories: empirical evidence (e.g. facts, statistics), opinions/judgments (e.g. quotes), and anecdotal evidence (e.g. stories). More information about each of these types of evidence is included in the Teacher Background section.
Materials

- CRAAP Test Handout – 1 per student
- A/V Set Up, or learning management system such as Google Classroom
- Stanford History Education Group Assessments

**Claims on YouTube** - https://cor.stanford.edu/curriculum/assessments/claims-on-youtube/


**Claims on Twitter** - https://cor.stanford.edu/curriculum/assessments/claims-on-twitter/

**Website Reliability** - https://cor.stanford.edu/curriculum/assessments/website-reliability/

---

GMO-Related Examples

**YouTube**

**Assessment #1 - Genetic engineering: The world's greatest scam?**

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1H9WZGK0eYg](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1H9WZGK0eYg)

**Notes about this assessment:**

- The video was published in 2009, meaning that all of the statistics referenced within it need to be confirmed.

- "Plants are cultivated outdoors where they cannot be controlled". That statement isn't specific to GMO plants - all plants that are grown outside can be difficult to control.

- Imagery is really targeted, using a symbol similar to the nuclear waste graphic to show which plants are genetically modified. It also depicts the farm that these products would be used on as an industrial complex with smokestacks.

- The video combats the argument that GMO crops produce higher yields by saying “this marketing mantra is a complete hoax” without providing any evidence as to why that claim might not be true.

- The video claims that there are only 2 reasons why genetically modified plants are created: herbicide tolerance or insect resistance. There are multiple other reasons why GMO products are being developed: disease resistance being one major reason.

- GM crops with an insect resistance do not “give off poisonous gases”.

- Video producers tie the GM issue into the issue of deforestations in South and Central America without citing any sources as to whether or not farms in deforested areas actually grow GM crops.

- Video claims that soil and water table under a GM crop field are poisoned without citing any sources about whether or not that is true.
Notes about this assessment:

- Jeffrey Smith, the speaker in the video, is a self-published author, film producer, and well-known anti-GMO activist. He founded the Institute for Responsible Technology.

- The language and imagery targets your emotions: “take DNA...and force it into other species”, while animals are making sounds of distress in the background of the video.

- His definition for genetic modification doesn’t address the fact that some GM products use genes from the same or related species to make the modification, as opposed to completely unrelated species.

- Video was published in 2013 and there are now 12+ major crop species that have been genetically modified.

- He talks about the process in very simplified terms: “the crops absorb these weed killers, which are poisonous, and we eat them...we will talk about what can go wrong when we eat a weed killer.” His language is targeted to your emotions (e.g. “poisonous”, “weed killer”).

- He describes Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) as “basically a poison – it’s an insecticide that breaks open the stomach of insects to kill them” - which further highlights strong, value- and emotion-based language.

- The Bt corn/insect imagery infers that the insect immediately dies upon ingesting the corn. Depending on the amount of Bt the insect has consumed, the insect will die within “a few hours or weeks”. (source: National Pesticide Information Center)

- Plants modified to include the Bt gene are not “registered pesticides” as the speaker claims.

- He does address that there are other plants that have been genetically modified to fight diseases but spends less than 5 seconds in a 6+ minute video discussing that side of genetic modification.

- He relies on correlated data to imply that GMO products are the cause of an increase in health effects (cancer, heart disease, Alzheimer’s, autism, Parkinson’s, obesity).

- He references a “GMO Summit” throughout the video where he will dive into more information about each of the points he makes in the video, making it feel like the video was produced with the purpose of enhancing interest/selling tickets to that event, especially the “empowerment package you can invest in”. 
Example #1 - Chipotle sabotaged by pro-GMO activists

- [https://twitter.com/SoilSuperHeroes/status/683822709877436416](https://twitter.com/SoilSuperHeroes/status/683822709877436416)

Notes about this assessment:
- There are a number of tweets and articles that link Chipotle’s shift to serving all non-GMO ingredients to an e. coli outbreak that shut down all their restaurants in 2016. Some tweets attributed this to sabotage by pro-GMO activists.
- Much of the information contained or linked in these tweets and articles can be linked to “Health Ranger” Mike Adams who regularly pushes conspiracy theories. The title of the linked article “ANALYSIS: Chipotle Is a Victim of Corporate Sabotage…Biotech Industry Food Terrorists Are Planting e.coli in Retaliation for Restaurant’s Anti-GMO Menu”
- Multiple articles with the same or similar wording are linked on a number of websites and are attributed to Mike Adams such as “Organic Consumers Association” and “Natural News”.
- Web-searching the website sources of information reveals that these websites are related to each other and both are owned by “Health Ranger” Mike Adams an example of circular reporting.
- Media Bias/Fact Check, an online database of media bias, classifies both sites as a source of “right wing biased propaganda” and conspiracy-pseudoscience. [https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/news-target/](https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/news-target/)
- When looking at Snopes.com, a website that provides detailed information on fact checking lists the claim as “unproven”.

Example #2 - Chipotle sabotaged by pro-GMO activists

- [https://twitter.com/ScienceAlly/status/1017469823700226048](https://twitter.com/ScienceAlly/status/1017469823700226048)
- [https://twitter.com/GMWatch/status/1019596142311542787](https://twitter.com/GMWatch/status/1019596142311542787)

Notes about this assessment:
- Both of these posts cite the same scientific study, which concludes that there are multiple reasons why the monarch butterfly population is declining, with an increase in pesticides being only one of the potential factors. The study specifically identifies “the cause of the recent decline has been predominantly attributed to the loss of breeding habitat, primarily in the U.S.” This decline in breeding habitat is “highly correlated with the adoption of herbicide-tolerant genetically modified corn and soybeans...” (Semmens et. al. 2016, pg.2).
- The article does not include any reference to glyphosate or Roundup – the only mention of “herbicide” is in the above bullet point. The GM Watch tweet assumes that the article is referring to Monsanto’s Roundup and focuses on that in their tweet.
- The Alliance for Science tweet links to an article they published about the study, which references the multiple factors affecting monarch butterfly decline and also uses a variety of evidence to support that claim, as opposed to the GM Watch article which only references the 2016 study. ([https://allianceforscience.cornell.edu/blog/2018/07/no-shortage-dangers-monarch-butterfly-no-easy-answers-either/](https://allianceforscience.cornell.edu/blog/2018/07/no-shortage-dangers-monarch-butterfly-no-easy-answers-either/))
Example #1 - Example from GMO Free USA's Facebook page, which links to the following study and the following GM Watch article.

- [https://www.facebook.com/GMOFreeUSA/photos/a.468695639837571.108816.402058139834655/2306920666015050/?type=3&theater](https://www.facebook.com/GMOFreeUSA/photos/a.468695639837571.108816.402058139834655/2306920666015050/?type=3&theater)

Notes about this assessment:

- Scientific article was published in Food and Nutrition Science, an international peer-reviewed journal dedicated to the latest advancement in food and nutrition sciences.

- GMO Free USA's mission is "to harness independent science and agroecological concepts to advocate for clean and healthy food and ecological systems. We will educate consumers and other stakeholders about the potential hazards of genetically engineered organisms, synthetic pesticides, and advance the Precautionary Principle", meaning that they have an inherent bias to publicize information that furthers their mission. They also organize and support national boycotts of food companies that use GMO ingredients. ([https://gmofreeusa.org/about-us/overview/](https://gmofreeusa.org/about-us/overview/))

- The language they include in the caption is copied verbatim from the abstract and conclusion of the study – there isn’t any spin or new interpretation of the findings. The study is also recent (published in 2018).
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Many people assume that because young people are fluent in social media they are equally perceptive about what they find there. The work done by Stanford History Education Group Professor Sam Wineburg shows the opposite to be true.

This activity provides an opportunity for students to learn more about how news is generated and how to think critically about the information available to them, either throughout their days or while researching a specific topic. This exercise is not focused on making students experts in the content of their source. Instead, it teaches students how to fact check sources to determine whether they are reputable and worth reading. Students will use the CRAAP Test, developed by California State University Chico and adapted for this exercise, to assess multiple types of sources for their credibility, including websites and social media platforms (e.g. Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter). In addition to understanding how to analyze the validity of more traditional sources, students will learn how to assess whether the information they receive from websites, Wikipedia pages, YouTube videos, or other platforms (e.g. Twitter) is credible and incorporate valid information in order to make informed decisions. This type of critical thinking is important in developing civic, digital, and scientific literacy (Bråten, Stømsø, & Salmerón, 2011). Digital literacy is an important component of scientific literacy (Turiman, Omar, Daud, & Osman, 2012), and therefore has been emphasized in the Common Core requirements, which include stipulations that students ought to use “relevant and sufficient evidence” to support their claims. Students will build upon these skills in subsequent case study activities that require students to find their own sources to support their position/argument.

Our society no longer relies on newspapers and journals for our information. With seemingly ubiquitous access to digital information, we receive a significant amount of conflicting information through a variety of online news sources and social media platforms, in addition to more traditional news outlets like newspapers and news broadcasts (Bråten, Stømsø, & Salmerón, 2011). Additionally, internet access and website platforms have made it easier for anyone to publish something they have developed, whether that’s a blog post, opinion article, YouTube video, tweet, or anything else. This proliferation in user-generated content blurs the lines between fact and opinion. We have also seen an increase in websites dedicated to developing and disseminating fake news and misinformation with hyperbolized, biased, or all together made up news stories (Wineburg & McGrew, 2017). Unfortunately, these are the news sources that often infiltrate our newsfeeds.

Ultimately, the credibility of a news report is largely determined by the reliability of the sources of information within that report. The most reliable news reports provide facts from informed, authoritative sources. Authors should incorporate a diversity of sources and perspectives into their articles and acknowledge the sources they use in order to enhance the credibility of their article. The Society of Professional Journalists Code of Ethics outlines multiple principals of ethical journalism, including verifying information before releasing it, using original sources, providing context, updating and correcting information throughout the life of a news story, and clearly identifying sources. (https://www.spj.org/ethicscode.asp)

Like scientists, journalists collect evidence and draw conclusions based on what they have found. “Journalistic truth” is generally temporary in nature and is meant to change as stories develop or events unfold. This idea is similar to “frontier science”, new scientific discoveries that may change as researchers continue to learn more about the phenomena. What society views as “truth” changes as we accumulate more evidence to support it. In journalism, the truth is most likely to emerge when news stories include a variety of perspectives, as opposed to a single source (e.g. one eyewitness account). Journalistic truth relies heavily on context to put facts into perspective. Isolated facts cannot relay the truth and may even mislead the reader.
Students primarily approach information by "reading vertically" - reading the entire article before trying to figure out whether it is credible, basing that decision on the content of the source, as opposed to who wrote the article and how/where it was published (Bråten, Strømsø, & Salmerón, 2011; Goldman 2011). Conversely, fact-checkers tend to approach information by "reading laterally" - opening new tabs to search the internet for additional information related to what they originally saw. This process is meant to validate or refute the original information. After reviewing additional sources, the fact-checker returns to the original information to examine it more closely for validity. Unfortunately, this process is time consuming – a resource we can't employ every time we come across information in our lives (Wineburg and McGrew, 2017). (https://newslit.org/)

Many organizations, including Common Sense Media, the News Literacy Project, and the American Library Association, instruct students to evaluate the trustworthiness of online sources using various checklists (i.e. What is the domain? When was the website last updated? Is the contact person provided?). Checklists and other types of explicit protocols enhance a student's critical thinking and scrutiny about a source of information (Goldman 2011).

We propose using an adapted version of the CRAAP Test as an initial test of credibility. The CRAAP Test was originally developed by California State University Chico and was adapted for this exercise to include additional thought-provoking questions to encourage "lateral reading". This is a precursory method that should be followed with a more in-depth analysis of the content and claims included in the source to determine whether the source is truly representing the facts accurately.
The CRAAP Test

**Currency:** The timeliness of the information. This is one of the most important components of credibility. Not only does the source need to be relatively recent, it should also be citing current events, research, etc.

- When was the information published or posted?
- Is the information referenced up to date?
- Has the information been revised or updated?
- If the resource is on the web, are the links functional?

**Relevance:** The importance of the information for your needs.

- Does the information relate to your topic and/or answer some part of your question?
- Is the coverage appropriate for the topic, too broad, or too specific?
- Who is the intended audience?
- Have you looked at a variety of sources before determining this is one you will use?
- Would you be comfortable citing this source in your research paper or in an argument?

**Authority:** The source of the information. In the age of technology, it is easy for anyone to say anything about anything and portray that as credible and accurate information. It is important for the person developing the information to either have the credentials and experience to develop that kind of information or cite individuals that do have those credentials.

- Who is the author or publisher of the information? What is their background, education, and/or training? Are they qualified to write on the topic?
- Is there contact information, such as a publisher or email address?
- If the resource is on the web, does the URL reveal anything about the author or source?

**Accuracy:** The reliability, truthfulness, and correctness of the content. This criterion is focused on identifying misinformation and fake news, which is prolific on the internet. It is important to verify the information from one source with other sources, especially primary sources if possible.

- Where does the information come from?
- Is the information supported by evidence?
- Has the information been reviewed by an editor or the author’s peers?
- Can you verify any of the information in another source?
- How do the facts and evidence in this source compare to other sources?
- Does the source reflect one viewpoint or a variety of perspectives?
- Does the author document their sources?
- Does the language or tone seem unbiased and free of emotion?
- Are there spelling, grammar, or typographical errors?

**Purpose:** The reason the information exists. Some information is developed for a specific purpose: to drive ad revenue via increased clicks, bias individuals against a position/person/platform, or advertise a product/organization. Sources of information with an inherent objective are likely not as credible.

- What is the purpose of the information? Is it to inform, teach, sell, entertain, or persuade?
- Do the authors/sponsors make their intentions or purpose clear?
- Is the information presented as facts, opinions, or propaganda?
- Is the information objective or does it appeal to emotions and/or biases?
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The CRAAP Test is a great tool to initially determine whether a source is credible. However, it is important to verify that what the source is saying is accurate – that it is citing other relevant and current articles and accurately contextualizing the facts they are stating. Many studies conclude that individuals make different judgements about the trustworthiness of a source if they read the entire article or a short summary (Goldman 2011). For example, the Stanford History Education Group has used the CRAAP Test to determine that a website is credible, only to determine that it is inaccurately portraying the facts from the studies it cites in order to support the claim the author is making. Yes, the author is citing their sources (so it passes the CRAAP Test), but it isn’t truly a credible source. Students can build on their news literacy skills by employing additional techniques, such as:

- Reading laterally, as described above. Some media literacy and critical scholars call the process of verifying details, facts, quotes, etc. with multiple sources triangulation. Some questions students can ask themselves to guide this process include:
  a.) Does the website mention/link to a study or source? Look up the source/study. Do you think it’s being accurately reflected and reported?
  b.) Are officials being cited? Can you confirm their quotes elsewhere?

- Exercising common sense – sources that appeal to your emotions or include hyperbolized or sensationalized information in the headline may be misrepresenting information as a means of getting clicks (and subsequent ad revenue). If the source says something that is too good to be true or unbelievable in nature, it should be verified.

- Read the “About Us” section or visit the user’s profile to learn more about the organization or individual posting the information to get a sense of whether there might be any bias in what they are publishing. Websites lacking an “About Us”, “Contact Us”, or other identifying information likely aren’t legitimate. You can also look the organization up on fact-checking websites like www.snopes.com or www.politifact.com.

- Some sources cite scientific studies that may have been retracted or discredited, which are no longer valid or reputable sources of information. Retraction Watch, a project by The Center for Scientific Integrity, is a resource for learning more about the process and reasoning associated with retracting scientific studies. You can determine whether a source has been retracted by web-searching its title with the term “retracted”. (https://retractionwatch.com/)

Here is a breakdown of how you can do this quickly.

Lastly, it is suggested that students are instructed how to evaluate different sources of scientific evidence (Acar, Turkmen, & Roychoudhury, 2010). If you choose to incorporate the extension focused on the different types of evidence, here is some preliminary information about the three different types of evidence that can be used for effective argumentation:

- Empirical evidence: Empirical evidence is information acquired by observation or experimentation. This is one of the strongest types of evidence available for strengthening a claim. It ranges from raw data to analyzed data presented as a number or percentage. This type of evidence has been proven as true, either via some type of analysis or over time. Examples include facts, statistics, and raw data points.

- Testimonial evidence: This type of evidence relies on the credibility of the speaker that is being cited to provide credibility to their claim. Examples include expert opinions, eyewitness accounts, quotes, and celebrity endorsements.

- Anecdotal evidence: Storytelling is one of the primary characteristics of anecdotal evidence. This type of evidence can be very useful for disproving generalizations because you only need one example to contradict that type of claim. Anecdotal evidence is most effective when it is used in conjunction with other types of evidence. Examples include stories and analogies.
Resources

- Omer Acar, Lutfullah Turkmen & Anita Roychoudhury (2010) Student Difficulties in Socio-scientific Argumentation and Decision-making Research Findings: Crossing the borders of two research lines, International Journal of Science Education, 32:9, 1191-1206, DOI: 10.1080/09500690902991805


- Center for News Literacy Digital Resource Center (https://digitalresource.center/course-pack)


- Why we need a new approach to teaching digital literacy. (http://kappanonline.org/breakstone-need-new-approach-teaching-digital-literacy/)

- Canada’s Centre for Digital and Media Literacy (https://mediasmarts.ca/) How to recognize false content online – the new 5 Ws. (https://mediasmarts.ca/teacher-resources/authentication-101-%E2%80%93-tip-sheet)

- Video Resources (appropriate for classroom settings)
  How False News Can Spread – Noah Tavlin (https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=175&v=cSKGa_7XJkg)

  How to Choose Your News – Damon Brown (https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=273&v=q-Y-z6HmRgl)